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Tekken 3 ｩ Namco 

For King use these moves to beat people easily:  

Key: rp=right punch lp=left punch  
rk=right kick lk=left kick  

Full-Nelson Backbreaker>Scoop Slam>Power Slam>Toss  
1: Start by pressing side step rp+rk -or- holding down-towards rp-lp (this should make 
king wrap his opponent around his back and lift him if he catches him under the sholder 
see next combo)  
2: Press rp rp rp+lp repeatedly until king has his opponent fully on his back  
3: Press lp rp lk+rk repeatedly until king has his opponent fully above his head  
4: press rp lp lk rk until king has grabbed his opponents leggs after that he will finish 
the job himself  
*this combo takes 70-85% of your opponents life  

High Angle Suplex>Powerslam>Toss  

Start like you would the first combo, this combo is actually a counter so if your opponent 
was attacking when you grabbed him as indicated in the first combo this will be done.  
King will Catch his opponent under his sholder, immedately start doing #3 from the 
previous combo and follow it to the end.  
*this combo takes 40-65% of your opponents life  

Deadly boomarang  
This move is actually on kings moves list but most people underestimate its power.  
during sidestep press lk+rk  
*this move takes 30-55%of your opponents life  

Ali Kicks 
hold down and press lk+rk repeatedly until king stops kicking. He will kick either 3 times 
and his opponent will stagger, or 5 times and your opponet will fall. If kings opponent 
falls do it again  

**note all of these moves work in tekken 2 3 & TAG  
i dont know about 1 but try it and find out. If you use king in tekken TAG Eddy/TIGER is a 
good tag partner for him  

Random Hints  
Enter GON as your name in survival records to get him without beating him in BALL MODE  

To beat DR. B easily jump twords the end of the screen his life will drop until he dies  



Easy Alternate costumes holt all top buttons and start overtop of Xaiou Jin or GunJack  
**if you do this for GunJack You Get his COMPLETE ending where he...  

BUG play as King in arcade mode hard and max out the number of rounds when you face 
Heihachi do the Full-Nelson Slam Combo and while he is being tossed hold down lk+rk 
Heihachi will freeze in the air and his life will drop until he dies. Also Ogre Wont be 
able to transform into his True state the movie sequense plays he reaches down and cant 
grab Heihachi the Screen whites out and he is still Incomplete Ogre.  
**ive noticed if you have a gameshark in your playstation this dosent work.
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